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Motivation of the Paper

Following Euro-area debt crisis, Periphery countries faced a trade-off:

Consolidate government debt in the face of rising sovereign spreads and rollover risk

Carry out fiscal stimulus in the face of contracting demand and deflation

Much of the literature on fiscal policy during the crisis:

Is there really a trade-off?

Can fiscal stimulus be ‘self-financing’?

Can austerity be expansionary?

What’s the right instrument (or mix) to consolidate debt with least pain?

This paper:

Let’s actually take the trade-off seriously and see what determines optimal fiscal policy
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Lessons from the Paper

Modelling the trade-off:

Debt-elastic interest rates: interest rates rise when debt is high, consolidating can lower them

Nominal rigidities: high interest rates contract demand and create deflation

Consider government spending, VAT rates and payroll tax rates as fiscal instruments

Three main results:

1 Using “stimulus spending” to boost demand is never optimal

2 The level of all tax rates should rise in order to lower debt*

3 The path of VAT rates should be upward sloping to front-load demand*

*For empirically plausible parameterisation

I have one general comment, then a comment on each of these results
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The Ramsey Problem

This is where the action is!

Neither nominal nor financial frictions appear here

⇒ Optimal government spending independent of these frictions
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The Ramsey Problem

“The Euler equation and the New Keynesian Phillips curve... are used to pin down the
behavior of the payroll tax and the VAT”

⇒ Dynamic path of VAT rates used to achieve optimal path of consumption

⇒ Total level of tax rates used to achieve optimal path of inflation (?)

This is currently buried under a mountain of notation and various propositions

What’s the economics behind this two-stage problem?

Why is the Ramsey planner using their fiscal instruments in this non-standard way?
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Government Spending vs. “Stimulus spending”

Feels like there is some circularity in the argument here:

‘Stimulus spending’ is defined as spending over and above the optimal level

Conclusion is the ‘stimulus spending’ is never optimal

Rarely think of governments optimising the level of spending, even if utility-enhancing

‘Stimulus spending’ feels like a theoretical construct

How should an econometrician (or policymaker!) think about this concept?

Not sure this is the right ‘policy message’ from this exercise

Point is that the optimal level doesn’t depend on the nominal/financial frictions

Isn’t the interesting thing here to see how the optimal level responds over the cycle?

The optimal level of government spending rises during a recession

In fact the optimality condition looks a lot like a stabilisation rule!

Gt =
χ

Y φ
t

⇒ g̃t = −φỹt
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Elasticities of Substitution (EOS)

Whether total tax rates should move up or down depends on the various EOS

Focus on

(i) EOS between varieties within a country

(ii) EOS between consumption goods from different foreign countries

Set EOS between Home and aggregate Foreign bundle to 1

The elusive elasticity of trade... huge range of estimates for this

I’m not aware of any empirical estimates of this being 1

This is rather a useful case for theoretical exercises

I think it could have implications for the role of financial frictions! (Cole-Obstfeld)

Worth extending your results to account for non-unit EOT
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Home bias

Whether VAT rates should rise or fall over time depends on the degree of home bias

Exposition of this point is a little convulated

Precisely when you discuss the result, you don’t use the term “home bias” at all

My understanding is the following:

Macroeconomic-stabilisation motive is to stabilise demand for the domestic good

The policy instrument acts to stabilise demand of domestic households

If these are the same thing (i.e. there is home bias), then it can do that

If not (i.e. there is sufficient foreign bias), then it can’t

In that case, debt-stabilisation motive dominates

If this is correct, it can be made much simpler in the text!

But also begs the question whether export tax could be used as complementary
instrument for macroeconomic stabilisation?
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Overall

Very interesting paper and relevant question

Nice mix of analytical results and applied conclusions

Would be useful to understand the setup of the Ramsey problem better

Bring out the results for optimal government spending more

Consider EOT different from 1

Thank you!
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